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DSV philosophy: Through awakening consciousness, we are empowered with knowledge and skills to
unconditionally serve others.
NEXT MEETING

NEXT MEETING

Sunday 19 February 2017

PRESIDENT’S REPORT
I hope you enjoyed a break over the
Christmas/New Year period. My husband and I
had a week at a bushland timeshare resort which
was peaceful most of the time, except for noisy
neighbours. Suddenly I had a thought to commune
with the trees and ask if they would be able
quieten the people. Lo and behold, the next day
they moved out! Helping or coincidence? I have a
friend who always calls coincidences “God’s little
miracles”. So we had three more quiet nights,
which was good for sleeping.
When weather forecasts are extreme, Heather
Wilks and others have been talking to the Nature
Spirits, asking for help and also dowsing to bring
about more balance. It is summer but we can be
grateful that we have the knowledge and tools to
use when conditions become especially extreme.

Time & Date:
1.45 pm for 2.00 pm start, Sunday 19 Feb 2017
Place:
Mount Waverley Community Centre,
Miller Crescent, Mount Waverley
(Opposite Mount Waverley Railway Station)
Melways: 70 E 1
Parking at rear, off Holskamp St. which runs off
Stephensons Road

OUR NEXT MEETING
We’re pleased to be welcoming Dr. Richard
Presser as the first presenter at the DSV for
2017 on 19 February. With a PhD in Materials
Engineering, Richard is said to approach new
ideas with skepticism but an open mind.

While we were on holidays, my husband and I
visited some goldfield areas around central
Victoria in Australia. The landscape was dry and
rocky, apparently good for gold, but also lonely
and sad I thought. I had a sense that the area may
be crying in some form of grief, after so much
frantic activity, being mined as it was for so long.
It helps to remind ourselves that plants, the
land, trees, animals and humans alike are all
energetic beings with a lot in common. All deserve
to be treated with great respect.
I hope to see you at our first meeting on 19
February. Our presenter will be Dr. Richard
Presser. If you know of anyone interested in
dowsing and metaphysical things generally,
please invite them along.

Dr. Richard Presser

Richard has a fascinating history of
academia and metaphysical interests. He will
present a combination of the two at the DSV.
For details about the Keshe Plasma Products
from Dr. Richard Presser under the Magravs’ name:
http://www.magravsplasmaproducts.com/

Lyn Wood, President
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OUR LAST MEETING
For our last meeting in November as your
friendly Editor and Vice-President, I presented on
“Releasing Christmas Stress”.
I combined both Pendulum Dowsing and
FasterEFT-style tapping to help overcome the
stresses of the festive season. (Tapping is also an
especially good way to help people develop
confidence in their ability to dowse and trust their
dowsing outcomes.)
I also led a couple of group hypnotherapy
exercises (in this instance, much like guided
meditation). One for Abundance and Money
issues. The second for building Personal Power.
Later I provided hand-outs so that people could
use those exercises again for themselves.

daughter and I confidently trusted that she as
moving at the weekend. Regardless of what
was said or what eventuated in the meantime.
I had my pendulum with me as I was
planning to show Liz my new skills first hand.
Everything then came together, like clockwork.
I think the key was that neither of us ever
accepted or thought for a moment that she
wouldn’t be moving that weekend. Our
intentions were for everyone to work together
for a positive outcome. Win-win for all.
Please share you own dowsing stories for this
Newsletter, to encourage others to have more to
trust in their own dowsing. (Editor)

FORGOTTEN ORIGIN
Between a Rock and a Hard Place.
By DSV Committee member Lolita Gunning
& former Committee member, Shayz Yu.en
In November 2016, we attended a Lecture
and Workshop in Melbourne held by fatherand-son team, Steve and Evan Strong. They
presented a very interesting, often humorous
and quite different story of mankind’s origins –
as told by the ancestors, the Ab-Original
people, and from the role of the Rocks.
Over time, actual truth has been
suppressed in many areas, covering health,
clean energy, politics, religion, science and the
real history of our origins and of this Earth. A
lot of it is being disclosed now, at a faster rate
than many of us can deal with. It’s important to
keep an open mind and use discernment about
whatever we hear and even see.
A lot more information with photographs are
available in Steve and Evan’s book. A copy
was kindly donated to the DSV library. You can
find out more information about their
discoveries and also order the book directly, by
contacting them on their website:
http://forgottenorigin.com

DOWSING SUCCESS STORY

Their YouTube Channel:
https://www.youtube.com/user/Theforgottenorigins

Thanks to Dawn Pearson for sharing.
This is a story about a success I had in 2016
with my dowsing skills, learnt from Heather Wilks
over two years ago.
My daughter Liz was buying her first home on
the Gold Coast in Queensland. I flew up from
Melbourne to help her with the move.

DSV MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
Just a friendly reminder that DSV annual
Membership fees are due in February.
You can email Malcolm Davies for transfer
details: maldav1151@me.com

The removalist truck was booked for early
Saturday morning. On the Thursday morning the
conveyancing solicitor rang Liz to say she had not
received the paperwork from the bank and that we
should look at moving settlement to the Tuesday.
Liz said, “NO WAY!!” There were a few exchanges
between all parties over a few hours. Yet, my
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THE DSV SHOP
The DSV shop is well stocked with a broad
range of different dowsing instruments, including
some new ISIS pendulums.
You can also choose from a wide selection of
books, DVDs, and CDs.

CDs and DVDs can also be posted. Please
add $8 for pack and post costs (for up to four
discs) mailed within Australia. (For NZ add
$AU15. For Asia add $AU18. For everywhere
else in the world please add $AU20.)
Send a note, giving us your name, address,
the names of the CDs/DVDs you’d like to order
and enclose a cheque or money order
(including postage) to: The DSV, Mail to “DSV,
PO Box 2635, Mount Waverley, Vic 3149”.

DSV LIBRARY
The DSV Library is very popular with DSV
Members as there is such an extensive range
of interesting material. We regularly receive
dowsing newsletters and journals from
dowsing organisations all over the world.
We maintain an extensive range of excellent
dowsing books, reports and other fascinating
references. As a DSV member you are entitled
to borrow any of our library items.

We offer a range of reference materials,
including information sheets, charts, older DSV
Newsletters and items of interest to dowsers.

DSV RECORDINGS NOW ON DVD
We have many earlier speakers available on CD.
From 2016 we have provided DVDs instead:

The earlier CDs from our various presentations
are available at meetings for $5 each. The new
DVDs are available for just $10. Great to give as a
gift, or to purchase for yourself if you missed a
speaker you particularly wanted to hear.
The earlier CDs from our various presentations
are available at meetings for $5 each. The new
DVDs are available for just $10. Great to give as a
gift, or to purchase for yourself if you missed a
speaker you particularly wanted to hear.

Richard Griffiths, our Librarian

Please feel free to browse through what we
have to offer when you visit us for your next
DSV meeting.
Our Librarian, Robert Griffiths, is ready to
help you choose items to suit your personal
needs.

Please note: This is an Extract of the
DSV February 2017 Newsletter. By
becoming a DSV Member you will
receive 6 full copies a year. You can
join us via this site.

Please write the DSV Meeting Dates in
your diary today:
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